
FAIRFIELD COMMUNITY GARDEN GUIDELINES 
Garden Philosophy 
FCG aims to foster a sense of community and broad range of benefits for those involved through gardening and its 
related practices. Developing a highly functional site as well as cultivating a collective garden culture is intrinsic to 
achieving the garden’s aims. This collective approach requires that each gardener recognises a responsibility for the 
garden as a whole; a responsibility that extends beyond individual plot cultivation and maintenance. 

The guidelines outlined below are necessary for an equitable sharing of labour and responsibility to achieve our 
goals.  

Please read them carefully, as plot forfeiture is a consequence of not complying with the guidelines 

Membership 

 Membership is renewed on an annual basis from 1st July 

 Fees are set by the Management Committee and are due for payment before 30th June 

 No reimbursement of membership fees will be given. 

 Plot holders must reside in the local Darebin area and provide a utility bill to support their 
application (new members only) 

 Plot holders are responsible for ensuring their membership details are current and advising any 
changes 

 Membership contact details must not to be passed on or used for any other purpose than 
communication about FCG matters 

 A current police check is required as a condition of membership 

Plot Allocation 

 Prospective members must complete two working bees before becoming eligible for plot allocation 

 FCG pursues the principle of including as many gardeners as possible to match community interest 
and maintain a critical mass for development of the site.  

 Plots are ½ size.  

 No plot holder can have more than ½ plot 

 The practice of co-gardening is encouraged. 

 Gardeners are required to grow seasonal  crops over the year 

 Plots must be maintained at all times, and effectively managed for weed and pest control. including 
at least half way to adjoining plots while ensuring paths remain accessible 

 Should a plot be left unattended for more than six weeks and/or weeds/pests take hold in or around 

the plot, the plot holder will be asked to redress the situation within a month or their membership 

will be forfeit  

 Future applications for membership will consider plot management as well as prior contributions 
and participation in the communal aspect of the Garden’s management 

Management Committee 
The Community Garden is managed by a Committee of Management and all plot holders are bound by the 
decisions of this committee. Elections for office bearers of the Committee takes place in July. Decisions are 
made through consultation and consensus. The committee meets quarterly and informally during scheduled 
working bees. 

 Plot holders may raise concerns or suggest ideas for the garden through committee members 

Working Bees 

 Working bees are held once a month on the last Sunday of every month from 9.00am - 12.00pm.  

 All plot holders are required to attend a minimum of four working bees per year (preferably 2 

between July and December, and 2 between January and June) for a minimum of two hours per 

working bee. It is the member’s responsibility to register their attendance and times in the Activity 

Book by 12 pm on the day of the working bee 

 Each plot holder is responsible for organising and managing one working bee per year. 

  



Garden 

 Pesticides must not be used by plot holders in any area of the garden. 

 Organic garden waste can be composted in the appropriate communal bins, sorted as either weeds 

or vegetable/ table scraps. 

 Vegetable/table scraps, deposited in the dedicated bins, should be cut into hand length pieces to 

speed up decomposition 

 It is the responsibility of all plot holders to remove weeds they have collected from in and around 

individual plots and deposit those tidily in the appropriate weed compost area.  

 Paths MUST be left clear for easy access 

Security 

 Entry to the garden is through a coded padlock (changed annually). All fully registered members are 
required to protect the security of the garden by not sharing this code with others and by ensuring 
the community garden is locked after access.  

 For safety reasons, gardeners are advised to lock the garden gate when they are attending to their 
plots  

Sheds and Equipment Storage 

 The green shed is for the use of Interact and all registered members as a meeting/rest space. It is not 
intended as a storage site for garden implements and equipment. 

 Storage space is available for the storage of large community gardening equipment including the 
mower and whipper snipper in the locked shed 

 Communal garden property (wheelbarrows, tools etc) is tagged with yellow paint  

 Community garden equipment may not be removed from the garden  

 All communal equipment must be cleaned after use and returned to the storage areas 

 All harmful products must be stored in the locked shed as a safety precaution. 

 Plot holders are responsible for storage of their own tools within the confines of their allocated plots 

Communal Areas and Produce 

 Communal areas are all areas of the garden apart from individual plots. 

 All members are required to take responsibility for an area of communal garden and ensure 

maintenance (weeding, watering, plant trimming) is carried out 

 Seedlings propagated at the garden are for distribution to plot holders only 

 Produce grown in communal areas is to be shared among gardeners, usually at working bees 

 All gardeners are expected to be mindful of the needs of others in regard to the communal produce 

– no one person has any greater claim than any other 

Fee Structure 

 Fees are based on the standard plot area and vary according to size 

 The schedule for 2017/8 is $110 for a half plot 


